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ABSTRACT 

In this article, nowadays, this science serves to educate young people in schools in the spirit of 

military patriotism and to love the motherland, to protect our country with bravery, and to train 

them as military potential personnel. 
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Continuing the reforms in the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan, the head of our state 

Sh. Mirziyoyev: "Education of highly qualified military personnel who are fully and thoroughly 

prepared, loyal to their homeland, guaranteeing social protection of the nation by the state is a 

decisive and main factor in achieving the intended strategic goals and fully implementing it in 

life. Therefore, practical work has been started to implement and strengthen the science of 

patriotic education in all educational institutions of the republic," he said. 

To train military personnel in our republic, their military skills great importance is attached to 

increase. Military academies, by types of troops  the opening of military schools is a clear proof 

of our opinion. State borders  Our people are being vigilantly guarded by our troops   he is 

raising his military spirit. This is how a real independent state works  does not leave its defense 

in the hands of others. The general military spirit of the people  from our ancestors to us in 

raising and raising soldiers to be strong and courageous   dissemination of inherited military 

knowledge, military training of the secrets of military art  teaching in their countries is also an 

effective factor.  As we educate the youth up to every calling, we are the first  we will have to 

enrich the political consciousness of young people. In this regard, we are the state  based on the 

laws and regulations issued by Uzbekistan  There are a number of laws and regulations of the 

Republic, and this law is the regulations   mainly regulatory documents are maintained. For 

example: Republic of Uzbekistan Constitution, General military obligation and military service   

Law, Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan on Defense and Uzbekistan   We can take the 

regulations and laws of the Armed Forces of the republic as the basis.   In addition to these, 

general education in inculcating our youth in the spirit of patriotism  until convocation in 

schools and secondary special, vocational educational institutions  teaching of primary 

education is one of the main factors. Defense  Entering the higher military educational 

institutions of the Ministry of Education and Armed 

Preparation for military service in all types of military service of our forces 

Our young people attend general education schools and secondary special and vocational 

education  necessary in the process of initial preparation before the call-up in institutions  they 

get education and get information that they are interested in.   This kind of education-training 

process is carried out by the military leader and the pedagogic team of general education schools 
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and secondary special and vocational educational institutions.  to be carried out by teachers of 

primary education in cooperation   condition. Therefore, pedagogy in performing such urgent 

tasks by itself  military leader and conscript of the team of military faculties under the 

university   on the training of teachers of primary education  quality performance of obligations 

and tasks is of particular importance. In this regard  especially the science of organization of 

military education and its methodology before conscription   in training, the strategy of reforms 

carried out in our Armed Forces   with a deep understanding of the essence, the most modern 

teaching methods and education   using the latest developed models of technical means, as well 

as ignoring the new demands of our rapidly changing times we must not leave it. Organization 

of military education before the draft and his methodology is one of the main ones of special 

military training of students  is considered This subject is "Primary training subject before 

convocation" included  in the state exam as a component of the methodology. Special subjects   

the main goal of teaching is to improve the military-pedagogical training of students  and 

training in the subject of primary training before the draft   during the transfer, it is focused on 

the formation of practical skills. Learning this science  of the Republic of Uzbekistan "All-

military obligation and military service 

"On" the requirements of the law, to call up young people of the Republic of Uzbekistan the 

regulation on primary education, Republic of Uzbekistan 

Follow the orders and directives of the Ministry of Defense, before the draft  organization and 

conduct of training, patriotic upbringing of students  work, preparation for service in the Armed 

Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan 

issues, initial preparation before the call-up (before the call-up  planning the educational 

process in the subject of primary education. 

principles, the science of primary training in educational institutions up to convocation   

organizing and conducting training in all sections of the program 

the use of new pedagogical technologies, modern educational equipment  ability to use, director 

of the educational institution and preparation for the Convocation 

teacher's obligations, communication with cooperating organizations  forms, training in the 

subject of primary preparation before the draft - 

know the requirements for the material base and be able to apply them in practice 

is to provide sufficient knowledge and skills for Students are studying 

At the time of the military leader, the young people of the Republic of Uzbekistan were armed  

In fulfilling his obligations regarding the issues of preparation for service in the ranks of the 

forces  the necessary political, moral, spiritual training and the Motherland  must embody the 

qualities of a defender. Currently, our Armed Forces personnel with thorough knowledge of 

military units and   departments  filling with, to his political, spiritual, moral and spiritual 

patriotism education  paying special attention is one of the important conditions. Personal 

content  only to form and nurture the qualities and qualities mentioned above  educational 

institutions of military personnel training, unit commanders and military chiefs  it will not be 

correct to consider it as a task. It is known that he is in the army  commanders and chiefs are 

responsible for the activities of their subordinates. But quality    and education up to the ranks 

of the army when it comes to character building 
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place is very important. Especially general education schools, secondary special and high 

schools 

high-quality and high-quality preparatory science in vocational education institutions  The 

importance of effective training is important in this regard. First President  As stated by I.A. 

Karimov, "To make the young generation loyal to the country, the motherland, faithful, brave 

and brave, highly skilled, highly spiritual people 

educational centers have a special place in education".  in general education schools, secondary 

special and vocational educational institutions  About the training of "Preparation before the 

draft" of the Republic of Uzbekistan  in Article 13 of the Law "On General Military Obligation 

and Military Service".  it is written as follows: "Initial training before the draft, including 

compulsory subject in the training program for civil defense  are teachers of preparatory 

subjects in general education institutions 

starting from courses or classes on the eve of the graduation year 

In addition, these priority tasks of the Republic of Uzbekistan  In the laws of "National 

Personnel Training Program", "On Defense" and  In the orders and requirements of the Ministry 

of Defense of the Republic of Uzbekistan 

It can be seen that since January 1999 in the Armed Forces  our country is peaceful,  capable 

of reliable and effective protection of peace, fast, good 

Only the supreme military can fulfill the purpose of creating the armed forces  thinking that it 

is the task of educational institutions is only a one-sided view of the issue. 

In this regard, the initial preparation before the call is of great importance. 

 

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Improvement of the science of primary training before the convocation and  development, the 

purpose of the science of primary preparation before the Convocation  that a number of scientific 

researches are being carried out in the course of his duties, the state 

that its borders are vigilantly guarded by our troops  It is not wrong to say that it is the result 

of our scientific work. Our youth in the spirit of patriotism 

education is one of the current issues of our youth  What should we pay attention to in terms of 

education in the spirit of patriotism? 

What kind of research should we do? The first issue in this regard  to correctly explain to our 

young people the ways our ancestors walked (convince 

method). The second issue (education) is if we educate our youth in the spirit of patriotism  if 

we can educate, we can say that we have laid an immovable foundation for the future. The third  

issue (teaching and teaching) is one of the most urgent issues. How much we  If we teach our 

young people correctly, they will regain their self-confidence 

we will wake up once. To educate our youth as military patriots  First of all, we teach them our 

national values. This it will have a great effect on the education of our youth as military patriots. 

Current  has a great influence on the changes of the rapidly changing times changes in science, 

technology, and issues of their management  by explaining their interest in managing military 

equipment  we will increase. In this regard, we need to prepare for the call helps. In this article, 

the subject of primary preparation before the Convocation by providing information about the 

purpose and task of the science  scientific research was conducted to find its function. Until the 
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call primary training subject of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan   It is proved 

based on theoretical knowledge that it is a component. Because this science To prepare the main 

reserve of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan  is a helpful science and to fill it with 

knowledgeable and educated young people serves. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summing up from this article, it can be said that in the article Call  information about the 

purpose and function of the subject of primary preparation given. In the introduction of the 

article, military personnel in our Republic that great importance is attached to training and 

improving their military skills along with providing information about military academies, 

army also information about the opening of military educational institutions by types given is 

a clear proof of our opinion. Our own troops of the state borders the military spirit of our people 

is being vigilantly guarded by This is how a real independent state manages its defense does 

not leave it in the hands of others. In raising the general military spirit of the people,  It is a 

legacy from our ancestors to educate the military to be strong and courageous  popularization 

of remaining military knowledge, military study of the secrets of military art   teaching in their 

countries is also an effective factor. This article is forthcoming I believe that it will be the basis 

for the development of military education before the draft. 
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